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This paper considers the effect of the ensemble of interest group liberalism (IGL) and the catch-all party on political analysis and communication, focusing on support for programs for the elderly and the problems inherent in a noted gerontologist’s ideology-bound defense of them. The IGL gives rise to a “catch-all” party system whose “big tent” appeal inevitably obliges the party to downplay divisive issues. Mirroring these conflict-suppressing routines of IGL, survey research has encouraged an interest group-oriented political vocabulary that is inadequate to the current political conjuncture, which is marked by protest movements increasingly oriented to class conflict. The alternative question format we are urging would put respondents in the position of political subjects, granting them the use of political “ego functions” that are typically arrogated by the major parties. We propose survey items useful to scholars and activists seeking to develop questions assessing possible cross-generational (or other) coalitions.
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As the proportion of national wealth going to the elderly increases, the possibility of a conflict between the Baby Boom generation and younger
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